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Advanced Event Details

As a fleet professional, it’s your responsibility to understand what’s going on with your drivers while they’re on the road. You need to know 
about risky behaviors — and you need relevant detail when an incident occurs. After all, you can’t improve fleet performance without 
complete visibility. With its Advanced Event Details screen, Nauto offers a comprehensive synthesis of all data points that will help you to 
recreate what occurred when risky driving behavior or a collision is detected.

At a glance, fleet managers get a full understand-
ing of every risk event to inform driver 
management and aid in coaching sessions, as 
well as complete context to expedite the claims 
management process.

The Advanced Event Details screen provides video 
footage, a time-sequenced overview of the event, 
and key data points.

> Trip details (including driver, vehicle, location, 
time and date)

> Video footage

> Time sequence of the event

> Map View 

> Incident report

> Speed

> G-force (average across event)

> In-vehicle alerts 

> Driver state (such as distracted, tailgating,  
and hard brake)
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WHAT INFORMATION DOES THE ADVANCED EVENT 
DETAILS SCREEN PROVIDE?

https://www.nauto.com/


Experience the features  nauto.com/product/manager-coaching

Nauto® is the only real-time AI-powered Driver and Fleet Safety Platform able to help predict, prevent, and reduce high-risk events in the 
mobility ecosystem. By analyzing billions of data points from over 1.1+ billion AI-analyzed video miles, Nauto’s machine learning algorithms 
continuously improve and help to impact driver behavior before events happen, not after. Nauto has enabled the largest commercial fleets 
in the world to avoid more than 70,000+ collisions, resulting in nearly $310+ million in savings.

Nauto is located in North America, Japan, and Europe. Learn more at nauto.com or on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. 

nauto.com/contact

Start your trip today

700
Fleets worldwide

1.2B+
AI-processed driving miles

$290M+
Customer savings

Nauto is the leader in AI-native driver and  
fleet performance optimization

Nauto’s Advanced Event Details is a foundational element of effective fleet safety management. With a complete breakdown of every risk 
event, fleet managers have everything they need to target and fine-tune coaching sessions.

Together with Nauto Manager-Led Coaching Workflows, the Advanced Event Details screen also enables you to track and document  
driver performance and progress — and consolidate all valuable driver information in one place — so your driver data isn’t siloed across 
multiple systems.

Finally, Advanced Event Details helps you expedite the claims management process, saving both time and money. When a collision occurs, 
you can review comprehensive event details and utilize the Incident Report for accurate and timely insurance notification. 

INTEGRATING YOUR MANAGEMENT, COACHING, AND CLAIMS WORKFLOWS
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